Inspiraling compact binaries with non-negligible orbital eccentricities are plausible gravitational wave (GW) sources for the upcoming network of GW observatories. In this paper, we present two prescriptions to compute post-Newtonian (PN) accurate inspiral templates for such binaries. First, we adapt and extend the post-circular scheme of Yunes et al. [Phys. Rev. D 80, 084001 (2009)] to obtain a Fourier-domain inspiral approximant that incorporates the effects of PN-accurate orbital eccentricity evolution. This results in a fully analytic frequency-domain inspiral waveform with Newtonian amplitude and 2PN order Fourier phase while incorporating eccentricity effects up to sixth order at each PN order. The importance of incorporating eccentricity evolution contributions to the Fourier phase in a PN consistent manner is also demonstrated. Second, we present an accurate and efficient prescription to incorporate orbital eccentricity into the quasi-circular timedomain TaylorT4 approximant at 2PN order. New features include the use of rational functions in orbital eccentricity to implement the 1.5PN order tail contributions to the far-zone fluxes. This leads to closed form PN-accurate differential equations for evolving eccentric orbits and the resulting time-domain approximant is accurate and efficient to handle initial orbital eccentricities ≤ 0.9. Preliminary GW data analysis implications are probed using match estimates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coalescing comparable mass compact binaries are the expected workhorse GW sources for the upcoming second generation kilometer sized laser interferometer systems [1] . For example, a network of GW observatories, such as Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) [2] , Virgo [3] , and Kagra [4] , may be able to detect roughly 5 − 50 GW events/year, provided the beamed short Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are due to the merger of stellar mass compact binaries [5] . The stellar mass compact binaries, containing neutron stars (NSs) and black holes (BHs), are expected to shed their formation eccentricities due to the gravitational radiation reaction [6, 7] . This is why the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar whose present orbital period and eccentricity are ∼ 8 hr and ∼ 0.6, respectively [8] , will have an orbital eccentricity ∼ 10 −6 when GW driven inspiral brings its orbital frequency to few Hertz. Therefore, isolated compact binaries are expected to be in quasi-circular orbits when they spiral into the frequency windows of terrestrial GW observatories. This makes coalescing compact binaries in quasi-circular orbits the most promising GW sources for these observatories. Additionally, there exist several quasi-circular inspiral waveform families to extract these weak GW signals from the noisy data streams [9] .
Very recently, Huerta et al. argued that aLIGO type observatories could detect roughly 0.1 − 10 eccentric inspirals per year up to redshift z ∼ 0.2 [10] . This study was influenced by a number of recent investigations that explored several plausible astrophysical mechanisms for producing aLIGO relevant compact binaries with nonnegligible eccentricities. These observationally unconstrained short period compact binary formation scenarios include dynamical capture in dense stellar environments, present in both galactic central regions and globular clusters, as well as tidal capturing of compact objects by neutron stars ( see for example Refs. [11] [12] [13] ). Detailed listing of various astrophysical scenarios and mechanisms for producing ultra compact eccentric binaries that will retain residual eccentricities for both ground and spacebased GW observatories can be found in Refs. [10, 14, 15] . Therefore, it is possible that the data streams of aLIGO type observatories may contain GWs from eccentric inspirals. This motivated us to construct PN-accurate and computationally efficient waveform families to model inspiral GWs from compact binaries in eccentric orbits.
In the case of non-spinning compact binaries inspiraling along quasi-circular orbits, TaylorT4 and TaylorF2 are popular models that provide appropriate interferometric response functions in the time and frequency domain, respectively [9, 16] . These models, usually termed as approximants [17] , use PN approximation to general relativity to describe the frequency and phase evolution of GWs from compact binaries [18] . The PN approximation is also employed to specify the amplitudes of the two polarization states, namely h × and h + . In this context, the PN approximation provides general relativity based corrections to the Newtonian (or quadrupolar) estimates such that nPN corrections give contributions that are accurate up to the relative (v/c) 2n order beyond their Newtonian estimate, where v and c are the orbital and light speeds, respectively. To incorporate higher order PN contributions to the frequency evolution as well as to the amplitudes of h × and h + , these approximants employ the dimensionless post-Newtonian expansion parameter x [19] . This gauge-invariant parameter is defined as x ≡ Gmω/c 3 2/3 , where m is the total binary mass while ω stands for the orbital (angular) frequency. Currently, the state of the art 3.5PN order TaylorT4 approximant provides corrections to the frequency evolution that are accurate to O(x 3.5 ) beyond the quadrupolar (Newtonian) estimate [20] . In contrast, the fully analytic 3.5PN order TaylorF2 approximant employing 3.5PN-accurate Fourier phase is widely used to model quasi-circular inspiral templates in the frequency domain. At present, the amplitude corrected GW polarization states for compact binaries in circular orbits are available to the relative 3PN order [21] . Unfortunately, quasi-circular inspiral waveforms are substantially suboptimal to detect GWs from compact binaries with residual eccentricity > 0.05 [22] . In light of the above discussions, it should be of definite interest to extend these approximants by including the effects of non-negligible orbital eccentricities.
In the first part of the paper, we incorporate the effects of PN-accurate orbital eccentricity evolution into the Fourier phase of the 2PN-accurate circular TaylorF2 approximant. This is done by adapting and extending the post-circular (PC) scheme of Yunes et al. [14] . In this approach, one first computes eccentricity induced higher ω-based harmonic corrections to both the amplitudes and phases of the two GW polarization states. This leads to the data analysis relevant response function h(t) for compact binaries inspiraling along eccentric orbits. The frequency-domain inspiral templates were constructed by invoking the Stationary Phase Approximation (SPA), detailed in Ref. [23] , on this h(t). To obtain fully analytic frequency-domain inspiral templates, Ref. [14] also adapted and extended the idea of an asymptotic eccentricity invariant, introduced in Ref. [24] . This allowed Yunes et al. to write down an analytic expression for the orbital eccentricity in terms of ω, its initial value ω 0 and e 0 , the value of orbital eccentricity at ω 0 , such that the uncontrolled errors are of O(e 9 0 ). With the help of these ingredients, Ref. [14] explicitly computedh(f ), the frequency-domain version of h(t), while incorporating only the Newtonian (quadrupolar) order contributions both in the amplitudes and phases of the two GW polarization states. Very recently, Ref. [10] developed an enhanced post-circular (EPC) formalism to extend the PN-accuracy of the Fourier phase of the aboveh(f ). For this purpose, Huerta et al. computed certain 3.5PN order eccentric contributions to the Fourier phase of the circular TaylorF2 approximant. This was done by defining an eccentricity dependent velocity function from the quadrupolar order Fourier phase of Ref. [14] . This modified velocity function was then incorporated into the Fourier phase expression for the 3.5PN-accurate quasicircular TaylorF2 approximant. Indeed, it was noted in Ref. [10] that the EPC model does not provide a consistent PN extension of the Newtonian order Fourier phase of the PC scheme. However, its simplicity turned out to be very useful for pursuing preliminary GW data analysis and astrophysical implications associated with detecting eccentric inspirals with aLIGO type observatories. Notably, the 3.5PN order EPCh(f ) was employed to show that aLIGO could observe ∼ 0.1 − 10 eccentric inspirals per year out to z ∼ 0.2 [10] .
In this paper, we provide an approach to incorporate eccentricity contributions in a PN consistent manner to the quadrupolar orderh(f ) of Ref. [14] . This is mainly achieved by incorporating the effects of PN-accurate orbital eccentricity evolution into the Fourier phase of the aboveh(f ). A crucial ingredient is the derivation of a 2PN-accurate expression for a certain orbital eccentricity e t as a bivariate expansion in terms of x and e 0 . The eccentricity parameter e t , referred to as the timeeccentricity, appears in the Keplerian-type parametric solution to the PN-accurate compact binary dynamics [25, 26] . This parameter is required to characterize the orbital ellipticity while modeling GWs from compact binaries inspiraling along PN-accurate eccentric orbits [27] . With the help of our 2PN-accurate expression for e t and Ref. [14] , we derive the PN-accurate Fourier phase of h(f ). The resulting fully analytic frequency-domain approximant provides inspiral waveforms with Newtonian amplitudes and 2PN order Fourier phase while incorporating eccentricity evolution contributions accurate up to sixth order in e 0 at each PN level.
To check the accuracy of our approach, we first explore how our approximate analytic e t estimates differ from their 2PN-accurate numerical e t (ω) counterparts that treat e t in an exact manner. The maximum differences turned out to be ≤ 2% of their initial values e 0 for a wide variety of binary and orbital parameters even during the late inspiral. We also show the importance of incorporating eccentricity contributions to the Fourier phase in a PN consistent manner. This is essentially achieved by computing three different estimates for the accumulated GW cycles (N ) in the aLIGO frequency window while using the l = 2 harmonics of eccentric inspirals. In this paper, the term 'aLIGO frequency window' is used to indicate the lower and upper limits for x, namely x low = G m π 10/c 3 2/3 and x high = 1/6. This indicates that we let the orbital evolution begin from a fiducial GW frequency of 10 Hz and end it at the last stable orbit of the binary, specified by 6 G m/c 2 . Let us stress that for brevity we henceforth use 'aLIGO frequency window' as a short hand to denote the limits of binary evolution in the frequency windows of various advanced GW observatories like aLIGO, Virgo and Kagra. The above mentioned N estimates arise from three different analytic expressions for the orbital phase φ(ω, ω 0 , e 0 ) as well as our eccentric extension of the 2PN-accurate TaylorT4 approximant, detailed in Sec. III, that treats e t effects in an exact manner. The analytic expressions for φ(ω, ω 0 , e 0 ) are based on our 2PN-accurate expression for e t , the EPC approach and the PC approach, supplemented by the 2PN-accurate circular expression for φ(ω). We find that the N estimates, based on our PN-accurate φ(ω, ω 0 , e 0 ), are comparatively closer to those estimates arising from the eccentric extension of the 2PN-accurate TaylorT4 approximant. This is a desirable feature, as our time-domain eccentric ap-proximant can be treated as an improved version of the x-model which was calibrated against a numerical relativity simulation in Ref. [28] . In our view, this also points to the importance of including eccentricity contributions in a PN consistent manner while computing Fourier-domain inspiral templates for eccentric inspirals. However, it will be desirable to include explicitly PN effects due to periastron advance, higher order radiation reaction and spins into our analytich(f ). The resulting h(f ) should be useful to construct computationally efficient PN-accurate Fourier-domain search templates for compact binaries in inspiraling eccentric orbits.
In the second part of the paper, we describe our prescription to include the effects of orbital eccentricity into the time-domain TaylorT4 approximant in an accurate and efficient manner. This approximant turned out to be the natural candidate for incorporating eccentricity effects in an efficient and exact manner among various time domain circular approximants like TaylorT1, TaylorT2, TaylorT3 and TaylorT4. We adapt the phasing formalism, detailed in Ref. [27] , while employing the gauge-invariant x parameter as done in Ref. [28] . This approach systematically incorporates the fact that GW signals emitted by compact binaries in inspiraling eccentric orbits contain three different time scales, namely the orbital, periastron precession and radiation-reaction time scales. In the present implementation, the orbital dynamics is fully 2PN-accurate. Therefore, this timedomain approximant models GWs from non-spinning compact binaries that move along 2PN-accurate precessing eccentric orbits while inspiraling under the influence of GW emission that is fully 2PN accurate. We provide four PN-accurate differential equations to incorporate secular variations, both conservative and dissipative, into the orbital variables that are present in the PN-accurate expressions for the two GW polarization states. In contrast, the orbital time scale variations are included with the help of the 2PN-accurate Kepleriantype parametric solution in harmonic gauge [26] . The use of a modified Mikkola's method, detailed in Ref. [29] , to solve the 2PN-accurate Kepler equation ensures that orbital time scale variations in the dynamical variables are implemented in an accurate and computationally inexpensive way. Another new feature is the use of rational functions in orbital eccentricity to incorporate the leading order tail contributions to the dissipative dynamics. This allows us to replace the infinite sum of Bessel functions in terms of which the 1.5PN order tail contributions to the far-zone fluxes are usually specified [30, 31] . The use of rational functions ensures that our approach can tackle initial eccentricities ≤ 0.9 in a computationally efficient way. We briefly contrast our approach with the the x-model of Ref. [28] and point out that further investigations will be required to estimate the comparative accuracies and efficiencies of the two approaches. With the help of match estimates, we show that our time-domain prescription that treats eccentricity in an exact manner should be required to faithfully capture eccentric inspirals with e 0 ≥ 0.2.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II we present our approach to incorporate PN order eccentric contributions to the Fourier phase ofh(f ) given in Ref. [14] and probe its salient features. The formalism with which we incorporate the effects of orbital eccentricity into the time-domain quasi-circular TaylorT4 approximant is detailed in Sec. III. We also probe preliminary data analysis implications of our approximant in this section. A brief summary, possible implications and extensions are listed in Sec. IV.
II. ANALYTICh(f ) FOR ECCENTRIC INSPIRALS WITH 2PN ORDER FOURIER PHASE
We begin with a brief review of the PC approach of Ref. [14] to compute an analytic frequency-domain response function with quadrupolar (Newtonian) order amplitude and phase for eccentric inspirals. The extension of this approach to obtain analyticalh(f ) with 2PN-accurate Fourier phase and its preliminary implications are presented in Sec. II B. In this extension, we focus on the effect of PN-accurate eccentricity (and frequency) evolution on the Fourier phase. However, the influence of periastron advance on the harmonic structure of GW polarizations states, as explored in Ref. [32] , and its influence onh(f ) is not pursued in the present extension.
A. Newtonian order post-circularh(f )
The approach of Ref. [14] begins by expressing h × and h + for compact binaries in eccentric orbits as a sum over harmonics. These harmonics are defined in terms of the mean anomaly l = 2 π F (t − t 0 ), where F is the orbital frequency while t 0 is some initial epoch. The quadrupolar (Newtonian) order expressions for the two polarization states that incorporate eccentricity corrections up to O(e 8 t ), given in Ref. [14] , take the form [14] . The above two expressions for h ×,+ arise from the Newtonian order GW polarizations, derived in Ref. [33] , in terms of the orbital eccentricity and trigonometric functions of the true anomaly φ, ι and β. The harmonic structure of Eq. (2.1) is obtained with the help of infinite series expansions for sin φ and cos φ in terms of sin j l and cos j l. The coefficients of sin j l and cos j l involve orbital eccentricity and the Bessel functions of first kind J j (j e t ). The explicit harmonic content of Eq. (2.1) is the result of Taylor expanding the eccentricity factors and J j (j e t ) in the small eccentricity limit.
The detector strain or interferometric response function for GWs is defined to be
where F ×,+ (θ S , φ S , ψ S ) are the two detector antenna patterns. These quantities depend on the right ascension and declination of the source as well as the polarization angle ψ S [34] . With the above equations for h × and h + , it is fairly straightforward to obtain h(t) for GWs from compact binaries in eccentric orbits. The resulting expression for the response function for eccentric inspirals, given by Eq. (4.21) of Ref. [14] , reads
where α j = sgn(Γ j ) Γ 2 j + Σ 2 j and φ j = arctan − Σj Γj . The two new functions, Γ j and Σ j , are defined as
× , respectively. Note that the above φ j should not be confused with the true anomaly φ. To obtain h(t) for GWs from inspiraling binaries in eccentric orbits, we need to specify how ω = 2 π F and e t vary in time. At the quadrupolar order, the temporal evolution for ω and e t is defined by adapted from Refs. [6, 35] . Clearly, we need to solve these two coupled differential equations numerically to obtain ω(t) and e t (t). This makes the procedure to obtain h(t) for GWs from inspiraling eccentric binaries computationally expensive compared to quasi-circular inspirals.
Fortunately, it is possible to obtain an analytical frequency-domain version of the above h(t) in the small eccentricity limit. To compute such ah(f ), one requires the method of SPA to implement the required Fourier Transform. This was essentially demonstrated at the leading order in initial eccentricity in Ref. [24] and extended to O(e 8 0 ) in Ref. [14] . The Fourier Transform of h(t), given by Eq. (4.29) in Ref. [14] , may be written as 5) where the amplitude coefficientsÃ and ξ j are given bỹ 
To operationalize the above expression, a number of steps are required. First, the coefficients ξ j should be Taylor expanded around e t = 0, leading to certain explicit expressions for ξ j in terms of e t , F × , F + , ι and β. The Eqs. (C1) of Ref. [14] list such expressions for ξ j that are accurate to O(e 8 ) while choosing ι = β = 0. In the second step, one specifies with the help of the SPA how e t and Ψ j depend on the Fourier frequency f . Following Ref. [14] , the expression for Ψ j (f ) is given by
where τ stands for F/Ḟ . Additionally, the integrals on the right hand side should be evaluated at the stationary point t 0 which is defined by F (t 0 ) = f /j.
A close inspection reveals that the τ integrals can only be tackled in an approximate manner due to the GW induced evolution of e t . Therefore, the third step involves obtaining an approximate expression for e t in terms of ω, ω 0 and e 0 . Subsequently, one evaluates the above τ integrals analytically with the help of such an e t relation. An approximate frequency evolution for e t is obtained by first computing the ratio dω/de t = ω κ N (e t ) using Eqs.(2.4a) and (2.4b) forω andė t . It turns out that κ N depends only on e t at the dominant quadrupolar order. This allows one to write dω/ω = κ N (e t ) de t which can be integrated analytically. The resulting expression may be written as ω/ω 0 = κ ′ (e t , e 0 ) and the explicit functional form of κ ′ (e t , e 0 ), extracted from Eq. (62) It is possible to invert the above expression in the limit e t ≪ 1 to obtain e t in terms of e 0 , ω and ω 0 . At the leading order in e 0 , one obtains
where χ is defined as ω/ω 0 = F/F 0 . The above equation motivated Ref. [24] to introduce an asymptotic eccentricity invariant. It is fairly straightforward to compute τ in terms of ω, ω 0 and e 0 as
The above expression for τ allows one to evaluate analytically the following indefinite integral
Clearly, this integral will have to be evaluated at the stationary point t 0 , namely jl(t 0 ) = 2πf , to obtain Ψ j (ω(t 0 )) as noted in Ref. [14] . This leads to the following expression for Ψ j , accurate up to O(e 2 0 ),
where φ c and t c are the orbital phase at coalescence and the time of coalescence, respectively. The following points are worth mentioning: The χ, appearing in the above equations for e t and Ψ j , now stands for f /f 0 due to the use of the stationary phase condition. To ensure that e t (f 0 ) = e 0 , one is required to rescale F 0 such that F 0 → f 0 /j. We have verified that the above expression is indeed consistent with Eq. (4.28) of Ref. [14] that employs the chirp mass to characterize the binary. This sub-section may be summarized as follows. The stationary phase approximation can be applied to compute analytically the Fourier transform of the timedomain detector strain h(t) for quadrupolar order GWs from compact binaries in inspiraling eccentric orbits. The resulting frequency-domain response function is symbolically given by Eq. (2.5). To operationalizeh(f ), one needs to specify the explicit functional dependence of ξ j , e t and Ψ j on f . The expressions for e t and Ψ j that are accurate to leading order in e 0 are given by Eqs. (2.9) and (2.12) where χ = f /f 0 due to the use of the stationaryphase condition. Additionally, we need to re-expand ξ j in the limit e t ≪ 1 and employ an appropriate e t (f ) expression to obtain the fully analytich(f ). It is fairly straightforward to compute higher order corrections in terms of e 0 to e t up to O(e 7 0 ) and to extend Ψ j to O(e 8 0 ) as done in Ref. [14] . In the next section, we improve their results by incorporating into Ψ j effects of PN-accurate eccentricity.
B. Restrictedh(f ) with 2PN order Fourier phase
We begin by displaying the time-domain response function for eccentric binary inspirals that incorporates the first eight harmonics with quadrupolar order amplitudes. The aim of this subsection, as noted earlier, is to obtain an analytic frequency-domain version of such a detector strain. Invoking Ref. [14] , we write
A different restriction on the harmonic index j arises as our PN-accurate Fourier phase will be accurate only up to O(e 6 0 ) at each PN order. Similar restrictions apply while explicitly implementing the quantities α j and φ j , given by Eqs. (4.22) of Ref. [14] in the above equation for h(t). A non-rigorous argument for restricting the harmonic index j to six is presented towards the end of Sec. III. The temporally evolving h(t) of Ref. [14] , in principle, is obtained by allowing e t and ω to vary in time due to the quadrupolar (Newtonian) order gravitational wave emission. However, the time evolution of the above h(t) is specified with the help of 2PN-accurate differential equations for ω and e t , given by our Eqs. (3.12a) and (3.12b) respectively. These 2PN-accurate expressions include certain 'instantaneous' contributions to dω/dt and de t /dt, given by Eqs. (6.14),(6.15a),(6.15b) and (C6), Eqs. (6.18), (6.19a ), (6.19b ) and (C10) of Ref. [36] , respectively. The 1.5PN order hereditary contributions to dω/dt and de t /dt are computed with the help of leading order contributions to energy and angular momentum fluxes, given in Eqs. (6.8) and (5.29) of Ref. [36] . The use of above mentioned equations of Ref. [36] in this paper implies that we employ the harmonic gauge to obtain h(t) for eccentric inspirals. The resulting h(t) models detector strain for GWs from compact binaries inspiraling under the influence of 2PN-accurate GW emission along Newtonian eccentric orbits. In this section, we compute the Fourier transform of the resulting h(t) analytically while keeping terms up to O(e 6 t ) at each PN order. In contrast, the next section provides GW polarization states for compact binaries inspiraling under the influence of 2PN-accurate GW emission along 2PN-accurate eccentric orbits.
We begin by listing our main results and then explain in detail how we derived them. The expression forh(f ) with 2PN level Fourier phase and Newtonian order amplitude reads
where the quantities ξ j are polynomials in e t whose coefficients are complex functions of F + , F × , ι, β and arise from Eq. (2.6b). For the present investigation, the ξ j coefficients need only be accurate to O(e 6 t ) due to the above j restriction. The main result of this section, namely, the explicit 2PN order expression for Ψ j that incorporates O(e 2 0 ) corrections at each PN order is given by where the use of the stationary phase condition implies that χ = f /f 0 and x ≡ G m ω(t 0 )/c 3 2/3 . This en-
. We have verified that the above expression is consistent with e 2 0 terms of Eq. (3) in Ref. [37] . Additionally, the following 2PN-accurate analytic expression for e t is required to specify the frequency dependence of the harmonic coefficients, namely ξ j : [14] provides a certain restricted PN-accurate Fourier-domain response function for GWs from compact binaries in inspiraling eccentric orbits. Our waveforms are restricted as the amplitude contributions toh(f ) are at Newtonian order while the Fourier phase contributions are 2PN-accurate. This is the eccentric equivalent to the restricted PN waveform families that incorporate amplitude contributions at the quadrupolar order and employ PN-accurate orbital phase evolution while modeling GWs from quasi-circular inspirals [17] . Such waveform families are influenced by the fact that the technique of matched filtering demands PN-accurate modeling of GW phase evolution while constructing inspiral search templates.
In the following, we explain with intermediate steps our approach to compute the 1PN extension of the Newtonian order Fourier phase, available in Refs. [14, 24] . This demands the extension of the Newtonian relation, namely e t = e 0 χ −19/18 , to incorporate PN and higher order e 0 contributions at every PN order. We observe that these computations are hierarchical at each PN order. This is because the 1PN-accurate e t (χ, e 0 ) relation that incorporates O(e 0 ) contributions will be explicitly required while extending it to include O(e 3 0 ) terms at the same PN order. In what follows, we detail our approach to compute the 1PN extension of the Newtonian e t = e 0 χ −19/18 relation. Our prescription demands the computation of 1PN order expression for dω/de t with the help of Eqs. (3.12a) and (3.12b) forω andė t . This leads to an equation for dω/ω = κ 1 (e t , ω) de t where
It is important to note that ω terms appear only at the 1PN order. Therefore, we employ the Newtonian accurate ω = ω 0 (e 0 /e t ) 
. It is straightforward to integrate the above equation to obtain ln ω − ln ω 0 in terms of e t , e 0 and ω 0 . We take the exponential of the resulting expression and perform a bivariate expansion in terms of x 0 and e t , leading to To extract the 1PN-accurate e t expression from the above equation, we replace the e t terms that appear at the x 0 level by the leading order e t = e 0 χ −19/18 . It is possible to invert the resulting expression and obtain e t as a bivariate expansion in terms of e 0 and x 0 . As expected, the expansion requires that e 0 ≪ 1 and x 0 ≪ 1, and we obtain the following e t expression:
We compute e t as a bivariate expansion in terms of the PN parameter x and e 0 by noting that x/x 0 = χ 2/3 . This leads to
The hierarchical nature of these computations implies that the above expression is explicitly required during the 1PN e t computation for incorporating O(e 3 0 ) terms appearing at the Newtonian and 1PN orders. In this paper, we pursue (and repeat) the above detailed steps to obtain the crucial 2PN-accurate e t as a bivariate expansion in x and e 0 . This lengthy expression, incorporating O(e Let us now turn our attention to the computation of the 1PN-accurate Fourier phase. We adapt Ref. [14] and write PN-accurate Ψ j as The fact that we employ Eq. (2.21) for e t while computing τ implies that we can only retain O(e 2 0 ) contributions both at the Newtonian and 1PN orders. It is now straightforward to integrate analytically the indefinite integral for Ψ j . The resulting integral is evaluated at the stationary point t 0 to obtain Ψ j (t 0 ). This stationary point t 0 is again defined to be j ×l(t 0 ) = 2πf , even while invoking PN-accurate τ expression. This leads to the 1PN-accurate Ψ j expression that includes O(e 2 0 ) contributions both at the Newtonian and 1PN orders, namely where the quantities x and χ will have to be evaluated at the stationary point. It is straightforward, though algebraically involved, to extend the above arguments to 2PN order while also keeping higher order e 0 contributions. In Eq. (A3) of appendix A, we list the 2PN order Ψ j that includes all the O(e 6 0 ) contributions at every PN order. In the remainder of this subsection, we probe preliminary implications of our approach.
An obvious aspect of probing our approach should be the accuracy of our bivariate expansion for the orbital eccentricity e t in terms of x and e 0 , given by Eq. (A5). We first obtain numerical estimates e num t for the orbital eccentricity at certain values of orbital frequency ω by numerically integrating the PN-accurate expressions forω andė t , given by Eqs. (3.12a) and (3.12b). These numerical estimates are then compared with their analytic counterparts, e ana t , that arise from our Eq. (A5). In Fig. 1 , we plot the difference ∆e ≡ (e num t − e ana t ) as a function of x for two different values of initial eccentricity, e 0 = 0.1 and 0.4. Each of the three characteristic binaries in the aLIGO frequency window is considered, i.e., BH-BH, NS-NS and BH-NS configurations with component masses m BH = 10M ⊙ and m NS = 1.4M ⊙ , respectively. Our plots reveal that the difference between the exact numerical and our approximate analytical estimate for e t is generally ≤ 2% of the initial value e 0 , even during the late stage of inspiral. This gives us confidence in employing our analytic e t (ω) expression while computing the Fourier-domain response function for eccentric inspirals.
We perform another check of our approach by computing 2PN-accurate analytic expression for the orbital phase, φ = ωdt ≡ (ω/ω(ω, e t )) dω, as a bivariate expansion in x and e 0 . An analytic expression for φ is possible as the integrand ω/ω becomes purely a function of ω when we employ our PN-accurate expression for e t (ω) in the evolution equation forω, as given by Eq. (3.12a). This leads to an analytic 2PN order expression for φ−φ 0 , accurate to O(e 6 0 ), where φ 0 is the initial value φ(x 0 ). In what follows, we display our 2PN-accurate φ(x) that incorporates only the leading order e 0 contributions: With this input, we pursue a check on our PN-accurate Ψ j by computing the accumulated number of GW cycles associated with the j = 2 harmonic in the frequency window, specified by x low = G m π 10/c 3 2/3 and x high = 1/6. We compute and compare four different estimates for N = (φ max − φ min ) /π, where φ max and φ min are the values of the orbital phase at the initial and final values of the x parameter. These four N estimates are evaluated for each of the classical aLIGO binaries while choosing a number of e 0 values. The first estimate for N arises from our eccentric extension of the circular TaylorT4 approximant at 2PN order, denoted by 'eT4' and detailed in the next section. This estimate may be treated to be exact in e t since we do not perform any small eccentricity expansion in our time domain approximant. We developed this approximant with the aim to improve certain computational aspects of the x-model which has been validated against a particular numerical relativity waveform for the eccentric inspiral of an equalmass binary [28] . The second estimate for N is obtained by employing our 2PN order (and O(e 6 0 ) accurate) expression for φ, namely Eq. (A7). In Table I , we list these two estimates for N in the first two rows while considering the usual BH-BH, NS-NS and BH-NS binaries with initial eccentricities e 0 = 0, 10 −3 , 10 −2 , 0.1, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. For each (m 1 , m 2 , e 0 ) configuration, the fractional difference between the numerical and our analytic estimate, namely (N num − N ana ) /N num × 100%, is displayed in the parentheses.
A comparison of the evaluated numbers reveals that our 2PN-accurate analytic prescription for φ slightly overestimates the accumulated number of GW cycles compared to the numerical estimate for the same (m 1 , m 2 , e 0 ) configuration. However, our analytic N estimates are fairly close to their numerical counterparts even for binaries having moderate initial eccentricity e 0 ∼ 0.4. Note that binaries with tiny initial orbital eccentricities exhibit higher fractional differences between the numerical and analytic estimates. This can be attributed to the fact that various time-domain PN-accurate quasicircular inspiral template families indeed provide slightly different N estimates [9, 16] . We observe sign reversals for the quantity in parentheses at e 0 ∼ 0.5 when considering our eccentric time and frequency-domain approximants. This may be treated as a pointer to the range of applicability of our frequency-domain templates.
Additionally, we computed two other N estimates that are based on two different approaches to obtain an analytic expression for φ. These numbers are also displayed in Table I along with their fractional differences with respect to their numerical counterparts. The PC + 2PN circular estimate for N is based on the Newtonian order 'post-circular' φ of Ref. [14] , supplemented by the 1PN, 1.5PN and 2PN circular contributions to φ available in Ref. [19] . In contrast, the 2PN order EPC estimate for N is based on Ref. [10] . This estimate employs a certain 2PN order analytic φ that includes eccentricity corrections accurate up to O(e 6 0 ). Here, the PN order eccentricity contributions to the phase are computed from the standard 2PN-accurate circular version of φ by employing a certain modified velocity function v ecc , given by Eq. (13) of Ref. [10] . It should be noted that the resulting φ(x, e 0 ) is not a consistent PN expansion to 2PN order of the PC approach (this aspect of the EPC approach was noted in Ref. [10] ). The numbers listed in Table I reveal that the N estimates obtained with the EPC approach differ substantially from the purely numerical estimates even for binaries with initial eccentricity e 0 ∼ 0.1. This is troubling since our N num estimates, as noted above, TABLE I. Four different estimates for the accumulated number of GW cycles associated with the l = 2 harmonic of eccentric compact binary inspirals in a frequency window, defined by the earlier specified x low and x high values. The four 2PN order N estimates are based on one purely numerical (eT4) and three different analytic expressions for φ, as detailed in the text. The displayed fractional differences in N probe how the three analytic N estimates differ from their purely numerical counterpart. These fractional differences, displayed in the parentheses, are computed by evaluating ([Nnum − Nana]/Nnum) × 100%.
are based on an improved version of the numerical relativity calibrated x-model for eccentric inspirals, which treats eccentricity contributions in an exact manner. In comparison, the numbers arising from a modified PC approach which incorporates only circular contributions to φ at PN orders are closer to our 'eT4' based N estimates even for e 0 ∼ 0.1. Observe that all analytic φ based N estimates are close to each other for tiny residual eccentricities like e 0 = 10 −3 or 10 −2 . However, we glean from additional evaluations that our 2PN-accurate analytic N estimates are comparatively closer to their 'eT4' counterparts even for compact binaries with non-negligible initial eccentricities like e 0 = 0.3. This observation and the various estimates of Table I indicate, in our opinion, the need to incorporate eccentricity evolution contributions in a PN-accurate and consistent manner while computing φ and the associated N estimates.
Note that the integral that defines the orbital phase φ is key to obtain the Fourier phase Ψ j in the SPA, as evident from Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) in Ref. [14] . This suggests that one should also incorporate eccentricity evolution in a PN-accurate manner while computing the PN-accurate Fourier phase. Therefore, our computation should be useful to construct accurate and computationally efficient Fourier-domain search templates for compact binaries in inspiraling eccentric orbits. Clearly, further extension and investigation will be required to substantiate this statement.
Let us again summarize our main result. The fully analytic frequency-domain response function, applicable for GW data analysis investigations, with Newtonian order amplitude and 2PN order Fourier phase Ψ j is given by Eq. (2.14), where the quantities A and ξ j are given by Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b). Clearly, we need to perform an expansion around small eccentricity e t while explicitly using the quantities ξ j . The associated e t and Ψ j expressions are given analytically by Eqs. (A5) and (A3). In the next section, we explain the approach that allowed us to provide exact numerical estimates for the accumulated number of GW cycles.
III. INCORPORATING ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY INTO THE TAYLORT4 APPROXIMANT
In this section, we present an accurate and efficient prescription to incorporate orbital eccentricity into the quasi-circular time-domain 2PN-accurate TaylorT4 approximant. The reasons for focusing only on the TaylorT4 approximant are the following. We observe that the circular TaylorT1 approximant provides a differential equation for x which is essentially a ratio of polynomials in x [9] . Therefore, its straightforward eccentric extension requires us to expand the differential equations for x and e t , given by Eqs. 3.12, as bivariate expansions in terms of x and e t . The resulting expressions can be used to obtain differential equations for x and e t as ratios of polynomials in x and e t . Clearly, this is inconsistent with our efforts to include e t in an exact manner. Technically, it is also possible to express the differential equations for x and e t as ratios of polynomials in x while keeping e t contributions rather exact in e t . We have worked out such a model to 1PN order, and the resulting approximant turned out to be noticeably slower (computationally) than its eccentric TaylorT4 counterpart. In our opinion, this version is computationally slower mainly due to the presence of 1/e t terms in the differential equations for e t . Such terms are rather unavoidable due to the Newtonian-accurate e 2 t = 1 + 2 E J 2 expression, where E and J stand for the reduced orbital energy and angular momentum, respectively. The above two observations prompted us not to pursue TaylorT1 approximant while including the effects of orbital e t . We note that the eccentric versions of both TaylorT2 and TaylorT3 approximants will also force us to treat e t in an approximate manner. This restriction is required to obtain analytic expressions for [φ(ω), e t (ω), t(ω)] and [φ(t), ω(t), e t (t)] that are crucial to obtain eccentric versions of the circular TaylorT2 and TaylorT3 approximants, respectively. Therefore, straightforward eccentric versions of both TaylorT2 and TaylorT3 approximants are also in conflict with our desire to treat e t in an exact manner. In what follows, we briefly sketch how we adapt the GW phasing formalism of Ref. [27] to include e t effects in an accurate and exact manner into the circular TaylorT4 approximant. The salient features of our approach and preliminary data analysis implications via certain match estimates are also presented.
A. GW phasing for compact binaries in inspiraling 2PN-accurate eccentric orbits
We begin by listing the dominant quadrupolar contributions to the two independent GW polarization states, h + Q (t) and h × Q (t), associated with a (m, η) compact binary at a luminosity distance D L from the observer:
where C and S denote cos i and sin i, respectively, with i being the inclination of the orbital plane with respect to the plane of the sky (see, e.g., Refs. [27, 38] ). The dynamical variables r,ṙ, φ andφ define the polar coordinates of the relative orbital separation vector and their time derivatives. The GW phasing formalism, developed in Ref. [27] , provides an efficient way of implementing both the conservative and reactive contributions to the temporal evolution for these dynamical variables {r,ṙ, φ,φ} appearing in Eqs. (3.1). The approach involves splitting the binary dynamics into conservative and dissipative parts, with the latter first entering the compact binary dynamics at the 2.5PN (absolute) order. The 2PN-accurate conservative part of the orbital dynamics is integrable and admits an analytic solution, namely a Keplerian-type parametric solution as detailed in Ref. [26] . The existence of such a 2PN-accurate Keplerian-type parametric solution allows us to express the radial and angular parts of the orbital dynamics as
where u and l are the eccentric and mean anomalies of the Keplerian parametrization, while E and J stand for the orbital energy and the angular momentum, respectively. The split of the angular variable φ explicitly incorporates the effect of periastron advance. This is particularly useful while constructing the frequency spectrum associated with h +,× Q (t) of binaries in inspiraling eccentric orbits (see Ref. [39] for details). The angular variable W is 2π-periodic in u and analytically models orbital time scale variations in φ. The remaining two angular-type variables l and λ are defined to be
where the constants t 0 , c l and c λ refer to an initial instant and the respective l and λ values at t = t 0 . The parameter n is usually referred to as the mean motion while k measures the periastron advance in the time interval P = 2 π/n. It should be noted that the PN-accurate expressions for n and k in terms of E and J are gaugeinvariant quantities [26, 40] .
An additional equation is required to specify how u varies with l and therefore to model explicitly the temporal evolution of our dynamical variables {r,ṙ, φ,φ} . This is done by solving the following 2PN-accurate Kepler equation (KE) to find u(l). At 2PN order, the KE can be symbolically expressed as
where l 2 denotes the 2PN corrections to the usual Newtonian KE, namely l = u − e t sin u. In above equation, e t stands for a certain 'time-eccentricity' parameter of the Keplerian-type parametric solution to the PN-accurate orbital dynamics. A few comments are in order before we explain the details of the GW phasing formalism. It is customary to employ ω = n (1 + k) and e t to characterize PN-accurate eccentric orbits instead of E and J . This ensures that φ becomes the required ω(t−t 0 ) in the circular limit [36] . Additionally, Ref. [28] showed that inspiral waveforms that employ ω and e t are in better agreement with their numerical relativity counterparts while considering equal mass eccentric inspirals. These considerations influenced us to employ x and e t to characterize PN-accurate eccentric orbits as done in Ref. [28, 36, 41] . This implies that our compact binary, evolving under the influence of 2PN-accurate binary dynamics, is fully specified by four initial parameters, namely the values of x, e t , c l and c λ at the initial epoch. The effects of the dominant (quadrupolar) order GW emission enters the binary dynamics at 2.5PN order. An improved 'method of variation of constants' was developed in Ref. [27] to include the effects of GW emission on the conservative 2PN-accurate dynamics of compact binaries in precessing eccentric orbits. This is implemented by demanding that the fully 2.5PN-accurate binary dynamics preserves the same functional form for the dynamical variables {r,ṙ, φ,φ}. However, the constants of the conservative dynamics are allowed to vary in time. The equations governing the temporal evolutions of these 'constants' are given by Eqs. (35) in Ref. [27] and depend, as expected, on the reactive contributions to the binary dynamics. Therefore, this approach allowed Ref. [27] to describe the orbital evolution of eccentric binaries under the influence of fully 2.5PN-accurate orbital motion in a semi-analytic manner.
It was demonstrated in Ref. [27] that the temporal variations of the four constants of integration can be decomposed as a combination of a slow drift and fast oscillations. We may write such variations symbolically as 6) where the subscript α stands for one of the four 'constants of motion'. ( In Ref. [27] , these constants were chosen to be E, J , c l and c λ .) In the above equation,c α (l) denotes the slow (secular) drift, which accumulates over the radiation reaction time scale to induce large changes in c α (l). The fast (periodic) oscillations denoted byc α (l) are orbital time scale variations in c α (l). It turned out that the effects of such rapidly oscillating contributions are of substantially smaller magnitudes than those associated with the slow drift even while including higher order radiation reaction effects [15, 27] . Therefore, in the present work we consider only the secular time scale variations c α (t) in the orbital dynamics. Detailed computations reveal that dc l /dt = dc λ /dt ≡ 0 even while including higher order radiation reaction terms in the orbital dynamics [15, 27] . Additionally, the differential equations for the other two secular variables are identical to the PN-accurate expressions for far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes, provided E and J were used to characterize the orbit. This is a highly desirable result as the far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes are available to higher PN orders, compared to the 1PN-accurate expressions for the reactive contributions to the orbital dynamics. This allowed Ref. [27] to model orbital dynamics of compact binaries inspiraling under the influence of GW emission at the 2PN order while moving along 2PN-accurate eccentric orbits. It should be noted that this approach does not require one to use E and J to specify the orbit. It is indeed possible to use, for example, ω (or x) and e t to specify our PN-accurate eccentric orbit along with c l and c λ . The relevant differential equations forω andē t are computed with the help of the 'balance' arguments. This involves invoking the 2PN-accurate expressions for ω and e t in terms of E and J and employing the balance arguments that equate the time derivatives of E and J to the 2PN-accurate far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes. As a result, one finds 2PN-accurate expressions for dx/dt and dē t /dt that incorporate the secular effects of GW emission at 2PN order. In what follows, we explain how we adapt and improve (numerically) the GW phasing approach of Ref. [27] by employing x, e t , c l and c λ to characterize 2PN-accurate eccentric orbits. Therefore, our approach parallels the x-model in some aspects, and we will highlight the differences between the two models subsequently.
Our approach to obtain h +,× Q (t) for compact binaries that are under the influence of fully 2PN-accurate description in both conservative and reactive dynamics requires certain PN-accurate parametric expressions. These expressions provide the 2PN-accurate conservative dynamics for the variables that appear in the h +,× Q (t). We list in a partially symbolic manner the 2PN-accurate equations for {r,ṙ, φ,φ} in terms of x, e t and u aṡ r c = √ x e t sin u 1 − e t cos u 1 +ṙ
where the explicit functional forms for the various PN contributions likeṙ 1PN/2PN are provided in appendix B. These expressions can be easily obtained from Ref. [15] while using the 2PN-accurate relation between ω and n as given in Ref. [36] .
The periodic contributions to the angular variable, given by W (x, e t , u), require additional considerations. Following Ref. [27] , we write
where the explicit expressions for W 1PN/2PN are also listed in appendix B. We employ the following exact relation for the (v − u) part of W [15] :
where β φ = (1 − 1 − e 2 φ )/e φ and e φ stands for a certain 'angular eccentricity' parameter of the PN-accurate Keplerian-type parametric solution. The higher-order PN corrections enter while connecting e φ to e t with the help of relevant expressions available in Ref. [26] . It is fairly straightforward to express β φ in terms of x and e t at 2PN order as
where the explicit expressions for the PN contributions are again listed in appendix B. In practice, we use the 2PN-accurate expression for β φ while evaluating v − u terms appearing in various PN orders of W . To obtain the temporal evolution of these dynamical variables which are explicit functions of u, we solve the following 2PN-accurate Kepler equation to connect u and l. In terms of x and e t , the 2PN-accurate KE reads 11) where the v − u term appearing at the 2PN order on the right hand side of Eq. (3.11) is evaluated using the above prescription involving β φ .
To solve the 2PN-accurate KE, we employ a modified version of Mikkola's method for solving the classical KE, as introduced in Ref. [29] . This computationally inexpensive root-finding method involves the solution of a cubic polynomial and a subsequent fourth-order iteration to improve on the initial guess. Mikkola's solution is valid for all l and for 0 ≤ e t ≤ 1 (see Ref. [39] for details). To solve KE at the 2PN-order, we first apply Mikkola's method to the relation l = u − e t sin(u) to obtain a certain 'Newtonian' accurate u value for a given l. This solution is employed to determine the 2PN corrections to the usual KE, namely l 2 (u, x, e t ). In other words, the first use of Mikkola's method allows us to obtain the temporal variation of l 2 (u, x, e t ) appearing on the righthand side of Eq. (3.11). We subsequently apply Mikkola's method a second time to solve the 'quasi-classical' 2PN-accurate KE, namelyl = u 2PN − e t sin(u 2PN ), wherẽ l = l − l 2 (u, x, e t ). (More details on the implementation at the 2PN order can be found in Ref. [32] .) This allows us to relate u to l (or time) at the 2PN level and therefore to describe the temporal evolution of the dynamical variables due to the conservative 2PN-accurate orbital dynamics. The use of the above semi-analytic approach ensures that the orbital time scale variations are included in a computationally inexpensive way while trying to obtain h +,× Q (t). Now let us describe how we implement the secular evolution of the two orbital elements and two angular variables that appear in the PN-accurate Keplerian description. The secular evolution of the orbital elements, namely x and e t , arises due to the effects of GW emission. In contrast, the differential equations for l and λ are due to the conservative 2PN-accurate orbital dynamics. Additionally, the use of the above four differential equations ensures that our time-domain approximant reduces to the 2PN order TaylorT4 approximant in the circular limit. We begin by explaining the procedure to compute the differential equations for x and e t . These two equations require two crucial inputs, and the first input involves 2PN-accurate expressions for e 2 t and ω in terms of E and J in harmonic gauge, extractable from Ref. [26] . The 2PN-accurate expressions for the orbital averaged far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes, computed in Refs. [36, 42] , form the second input. We employ the energy and angular momentum balance arguments to obtain differential equations for the secular evolution of x and e t after taking the time derivatives of the 2PN-accurate expressions for x and e 2 t , expressed in terms of E and J . The resulting differential equations for the secular evolution of x and e t may be displayed as 
(
where the explicit expressions for various PN contributions are listed as Eqs. (B9) in the appendix. These equations are consistent with their equivalent versions in Ref. [36] .
In our approach, we have adapted a computationally efficient way to incorporate the (relative) 1.5PN corrections toẋ andė t . These contributions are due to the dominant order tail effects that arise from the non-linear interactions between the multipole moments of the GW radiation field and the mass monopole of the source.
The tail contributions are non-local in time and therefore hereditary in nature. Following Refs. [30, 31] , we write the orbital-averaged far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes as
where ϕ(e t ) andφ(e t ) define certain eccentricity enhancement functions. These functions are usually given in terms of infinite sums of Bessel functions J n (ne t ) and their derivatives w.r.t (n e t ). The presence of infinite sums of such special functions implies that the numerical evaluation of the eccentricity enhancement functions can be computationally expensive. In this paper, we implement the e t enhancement functions with the help of the following rational functions of e t :
ϕ(e t ) = 1 + 7.260831042 e The coefficients of the above two rational functions are obtained from the Taylor expanded versions of ϕ(e t ) and ϕ(e t ) in the small e t limit. The procedure to construct such rational functions is explained in Sec. 8.3 of Ref. [23] . Invoking the terminology of Ref. [23] , we may refer to the above ϕ(e t ) andφ(e t ) expressions as Pade approximants P . We have verified that the numerical estimates of ϕ(e t ) andφ(e t ) that are based on our Eqs. (3.14) match accurately with those listed in Tables I and II in Ref. [36] for e t ≤ 0.9. We observe that Ref. [36] obtained these e t enhancement functions numerically through a Fourier analysis of quasi-Keplerian motion. This gives us confidence in applying the above rational functions to compute the tail contributions toẋ andė t . With the help of the above two rational functions, it is fairly straightforward to obtain the 1.5PN-accurate tail contributions to the differential equations for x and e t aṡ Let us now explain why we need two additional differential equations to specify l and λ evolutions. Recall that we require to specify the values of x, e t , l and λ at each instant to obtain the temporally evolving h +,× Q (t) for compact binaries that are specified by certain values of x, e t , c l and c λ at the initial epoch. Therefore, it is very convenient to provide differential equations for describing the temporal evolution of l and λ for binaries inspiraling along PN-accurate eccentric orbits. Additionally, the differential equation for λ ensures that in the circular limit our eccentric approximant goes to the TaylorT4 approximant, as φ = λ in this limit. The differential equations for l and λ are given by 17b) and the PN contributions are once again listed in the appendix. It is not very difficult to deduce that the equation forl arises from the PN-accurate relation connecting n and ω (see Ref. [36] ). The differential equation for λ is due to the fact that the orbital averaged differential equation for φ, namely dφ/dt , is identical to dλ/dt = ω.
With the listing of the above two equations, we have all the ingredients to obtain h +,× Q (t) for compact binaries inspiraling under the influence of 2PN-accurate GW emission while moving along 2PN-accurate eccentric orbits.
Observe that the e t contributions are treated in an exact manner in all the instantaneous contributions to the differential equations for x, e t and l that appear at the Newtonian, 1PN and 2PN orders. The use of rational functions at 1.5PN order ensures that we also have closed form expressions to evolve x and e t . Note that it is the use of rational functions, analytic expressions for the dynamical variables and Mikkola's method that make our approach numerically accurate and possibly computationally less expensive than the x-model at this PN order. However, further investigations will be required to quantify this observation.
Let us now briefly explain the time-domain x-model, proposed in Ref. [28] , to compute PN-accurate waveforms for eccentric inspirals. This model also invokes x and e t to characterize the binary orbit. Therefore, the effects of GW emission on the usual dynamical variables are included by solving 2PN-accurate differential equations for x and e t . Certain numerical fits are employed to model the 1.5PN order tail contributions toẋ andė t , as detailed in Ref. [28] . However, the conservative dynamics is 3PN-accurate and the associated parametric expressions for the dynamical variables can be quite lengthy. The x-model employs PN-accurate expressions for r anḋ φ in terms of x, e t and u; hence the x-model also requires solving the PN-accurate Kepler equation to model the conservative temporal evolution of these dynamical variables. In contrast to our approach, Ref. [28] numerically differentiates and integrates the parametric expressions for r andφ to obtain values ofṙ and φ at each time step. This was pursued due to the lengthy nature of the these dynamical variables. In our opinion, the use of numerical integration and differentiation at every time step to obtain h +,× | Q (t) may make the x-model computationally more demanding than our present approach. As noted earlier, further investigations involving our approach at the fully 3PN order for binaries with arbitrary η values should be pursued to clarify the above observation.
To operationalize our prescription, we choose certain (x, e t , c l , c λ ) values at an initial epoch to specify our (m, η, ι) binary. The use of 2PN-accurate KE results in the corresponding value for h +,× | Q (t) at that initial epoch. We numerically solve simultaneously the four differential equations for x, e t , l and λ to obtain values of these variables at t 0 + ∆t. The use of KE at that step results in unique values for h +,× | Q (t) at that instant. We repeat these steps till x reaches its cut-off value of ∼ 0.1667. This value arises as we terminate the orbital evolution when the orbital separation reaches the value associated with the last stable orbit (LSO) for a test particle in a Schwarzschild space-time, namely r LSO = 6 G m/c
2 . This leads to the above m independent value for x. Therefore, we clearly do not include eccentricity effects on our termination value for x. Additionally, we do not consider the possibility that eccentric orbits near the LSO may not obey a Keplerian-type parametric solution as noted in Ref. [27] . We plan to investigate these subtle issues in another paper. In what follows, we display GW polarizations states of our approach and probe preliminary data analysis implications.
B. Eccentric TaylorT4 approximant: facets and implications
We are now in a position to numerically implement h +,× Q (t) that model GWs from non-spinning compact binaries inspiraling along 2PN-accurate eccentric orbits under the influence of GW emission at 2PN order. In Fig. 2 , we display temporal plots for the scaled h +,× Q (t) for m 1 = m 2 = 10 M ⊙ BH-BH binaries with moderate and high initial eccentricities in the aLIGO frequency window, namely e 0 = 0.45 and e 0 = 0.85, respectively. In these plots, H +,× (t) stand for h +,× Q (t) scaled by
The upper row of plots shows H +,× (t) for binaries with e 0 = 0.45 while the lower row of plots depicts the GW polarization states when e 0 = 0.85, with ι = π/3 in both cases. The plots for the case of moderate initial eccentricity clearly show the chirping of GW signals that are modulated by the advance of periastron. For high initial eccentricity, we observe that the GW signal consists of a series of repeated bursts; these bursts of GWs arise from the successive periastron passages. Note that the time intervals between successive peaks of GWs decrease substantially. This is due to the e t induced shortening of the GW radiation reaction time scale. As a result, the signal duration of the e 0 = 0.85 inspiral in the aLIGO frequency window is substantially shorter compared to the e 0 = 0.45 inspiral.
Strictly speaking, our approach to model aLIGO inspirals with high e 0 values can be problematic. This is because of the possibility that the Keplerian-type parametric solution may not be appropriate to model such highly eccentric and relativistic orbits as noted in Ref. [27] . It will be desirable to adapt and extend the Effective-OneBody (EOB) formalism for general orbits, detailed in Ref. [43] , to model GWs from such binaries.
An important aspect of our approach is its ability to treat the eccentricity contributions in an exact manner while modeling the time-domain inspiral waveforms. In this context, the 'exact in e t ' feature of our approach refers to the fact that the e t contributions are incorporated in a non-perturbative manner. This is mainly due to the use of a PN-accurate Keplerian-type parametric solution while tackling the conservative dynamics and the use of rational functions while incorporating the tail contributions into the PN-accurateẋ andė t expressions. Note that the instantaneous contributions to the differential equations for x and e t , appearing at Newtonian, 1PN and 2PN order, treat e t in an exact manner due to the use of PN-accurate Keplerian-type parametric solution for the orbital averaging [42] . This results in closed form expressions for the instantaneous contributions toẋ andė t . Strictly speaking, our 2PN-accurate approximant treats e t contributions in an exact manner, provided e 0 < 0.9, due to the use of rational functions at 1.5PN order as noted earlier. This feature allows us to employ our approximant to probe the GW data analysis implications of using inspiral templates where orbital eccentricity effects are treated in an approximate manner, especially while incorporating the effects of GW emission. For this purpose, we construct a second timedomain inspiral family, namely a Te8 approximant, by Taylor expanding the differential equations for x and e t , given by Eqs. (3.12a) and (3.12b), in the small e t limit while keeping e t contributions accurate up to O(e 8 t ). This Te8 approximant is motivated by our observations that one will be forced to treat e t in an approximate manner if one wishes to incorporate effects of orbital eccentricity into other circular time domain approximants like TaylorT1, T2, and T3 in a straightforward manner. We are restricting e t contributions to the eighth order to be consistent with the order of eccentricity corrections available in the PC and EPC prescriptions [10, 14] . The match (M) estimates, detailed in Refs. [17, 44] , are invoked to compare the e t exact and e t truncated waveform families. In particular, we explore the faithfulness of the e t truncated waveform family. Faithfulness requires that the associated match (M) values are greater than 0.97. A few comments are in order before we proceed with the match computations. It should be clear that the M estimates between the above two approximants probe only the consequence of truncating e t contributions while constructing time-domain inspiral waveform families. At present, we do not explicitly pursue match computations between our 2PN order eccentric extension of the TaylorT4 model and the various Fourier-domain models,available in Refs. [10, 14] and in the previous section. This is mainly due to the model-dependent systematic mismatch that occurs while comparing even the time-domain and frequency-domain quasi-circular inspiral templates [9] . Therefore, it is reasonable to expect similar systematic effects when considering eccentric inspiral templates in the time and frequency domain. However, we would like to emphasize that in the e 0 → 0 limit our fully analytic frequency-domain waveformsh(f ) reduce to the TaylorF2 model at 2PN order exactly. Finally, in the following (see Figs. 3 and 4 ) h e stands for our eccentric extension of the TaylorT4 approximant where e t contributions are treated in an exact manner while h a stands for time domain waveform families based on the truncated Te8 approximant.
The M(h e , h a ) computations that we pursue here require us to define a certain overlap function between our time domain h e and h a inspiral waveform families where h e and h a refer to the respective cross polarization states of the GW. The overlap integral O(h e , h a ) is defined as
Clearly, the overlap integral requires a certain normalized inner product involving the h e (t) and h a (t) families. This is given by
The symbolsh e (f ) andh a (f ) stand for the Fourier transforms of the h e (t) and h a (t) inspiral waveforms while S h (f ) denotes the one-sided power spectral density of the detector noise. We have used the zero-detuned, high power (ZDHP) noise configuration of aLIGO, provided in Ref. [45] , for the present M(h e , h a ) computations. For these match estimates, we let f low be 10 Hz, corresponding to the lower cut-off frequency of aLIGO, while the upper cut-off frequency, as noted earlier, is chosen to 20) where t 0 and φ 0 are the detector arrival time and the associated phase φ 0 of the h e template. The maximization over t 0 is performed with the help of the FFT algorithm, while we apply two orthogonal templates to maximize over φ 0 [17] . In our match estimates, all other parameters pertaining to both h e and h a waveform families are treated to be identical. Let us emphasize that M(h e , h a ) > 0.97 implies that the approximate Te8 waveform family will recover our time-domain approximant, constructed to be an eccentric extension of the 2PN-accurate TaylorT4 approximant, in a 'faithful' manner.
In Fig. 3 , we plot the M(h e , h a ) estimates and the absolute values of the related accumulated phase differences, namely |∆φ|, as functions of e 0 for typical aLIGO relevant compact binaries containing NSs and BHs. The plots indicate that M(h e , h a ) values drop below 0.97 when |∆φ(h e , h a )| values are ∼ 0.5 radians. A direct correlation between the drop in M(h e , h a ) values and their −|∆φ(h e , h a )| values is also observed. The critical values e c 0 for initial eccentricity, above which the M ≤ 0.97, lie roughly in the 0.25 − 0.35 range for our aLIGO binaries. These e c 0 values clearly depend on the total mass m, and we observe that the {h e , h a } templates with higher total mass dephase at higher e 0 values compared to their lower mass counterparts. A possible explanation is that the lower mass binaries last longer in the aLIGO frequency window which provides more time for even small differences between the two approximants to grow. For higher mass binaries, comparable changes in |∆φ(h e , h a )| values occur for higher e 0 values due to their shorter lifespan in the aLIGO band. This is also clearly evident while comparing the plots for the NS-NS and BH-BH binaries. The observed direct correlation between the drop in M(h e , h a ) values and their −|∆φ(h e , h a )| values has direct implications for ourh(f ) computations, detailed in Sec. II, and the numbers listed in Table I . This correlation implies that match computations between our 2PN orderh(f ) and its EPC counterpart should yield M values substantially lower than 0.97 for configurations with e 0 ∼ 0.1. Therefore, including the effects of orbital eccentricity evolution intoh(f ) in a PN-accurate manner is also important from the perspective of match computations.
Let us move on to probe the influence of the mass ratio q = m 1 /m 2 on our M(h e , h a ) estimates. In Fig. 4 , we display a set of {M(h e , h a ), |∆φ(h e , h a )|} values for BH-BH binaries with different q and e 0 values. The plots in the left and right panels consider binaries with total mass m = 20 M ⊙ and 40 M ⊙ , respectively. The e 0 values have been chosen so that the maximum |∆φ(h e , h a )| value will not exceed two radians. We observe a sharp drop in M(h e , h a ) values for binaries with larger q. This may also be related to the fact that such binaries last longer in the aLIGO frequency window compared to their counterparts with lower q value. The neglected orbital eccentricity contributions force the e t truncated h a templates to dephase strongly from their e t exact h e counterparts during the comparatively longer aLIGO evolution window for the binaries with larger q. This dephasing provides a natural explanation for the sharp drop in the M(h e , h a ) estimates for such binaries, as is evident from the plots for binary configurations with smaller m and larger q.
We probe the ability of the 2PN-accurate quasi-circular TaylorT4 approximant to faithfully capture its eccentric extension in Fig. 5 . We plot M(h e , h a ) estimates and the related |∆φ(h e , h a )| as functions of e 0 , where h a now stands for inspiral templates based on the quasi-circular 2PN-accurate TaylorT4 approximant. The quasi-circular templates can faithfully capture an eccentric GW signal only if the binary has a tiny residual eccentricity when the system enters the aLIGO band. The e c 0 value above which the match estimates fall below 0.97 is again m dependent. This critical initial eccentricity is ∼ 0.04 for BH-BH binaries with m = 20M ⊙ , while e c 0 ∼ 0.005 for NS-NS binaries. For low mass binaries, the neglected eccentricity contributions force the h a templates to dephase strongly from their h e counterparts, due to the comparatively longer inspiral time of such binaries in the aLIGO window. This provides the expected explanation for the m dependency of the critical e c 0 values. These observations are consistent with the fitting factor calculations that probed the ability of the quasi-circular TaylorT4 approximant to detect GWs from eccentric binaries constructed with the help of the x-model [22] .
Finally, we invoke the above match plots and the 2PN analytic entries of Table. I to provide a non-rigorous justification for truncating our frequency-domain approximant to O(e 0 )
6 . The match plots of the present section reveal that our approximate time domain waveform family with eccentricity contributions accurate up to O(e 0 )
8 is faithful to our exact in e t time-domain approximant only for initial eccentricities e 0 ≤ 0.25 − 0.35, depending on the total mass of the binary. We have also checked that the fractional differences in N , associated with the 2PN analytic entries, are also fairly constant while considering initial eccentricities up to 0.25. This suggests that including eccentricity contributions accu- TaylorT4 approximant with respect to its eccentric extension. The M(he, ha) estimates and the related |∆φ(he, ha)| as functions of e0 are considered for typical aLIGO binaries. Clearly, the quasi-circular templates are faithful to our eccentric TaylorT4 approximant only for binaries with tiny residual eccentricities like 10 −2 or less. Hence, such templates can capture an eccentric GW signal only if the binary has a tiny residual eccentricity when the system enters the aLIGO band.
rate to O(e 0 ) 6 is sufficient from the point of view of accumulated number of GW cycles N . Therefore, it may be reasonable to expect that approximate in eccentricity frequency-domain inspiral families are also faithful to our e t exact time-domain approximant only up to such initial e 0 values. Additionally, we observe that the 2PN analytic N estimates do not change substantially when we drop the O(e 0 ) 6 contributions to φ(x, e 0 , F 0 ) for binaries with initial eccentricities up to 0.25. These considerations, in our opinion, provide reasonable justification for restricting the initial eccentricity corrections up to O(e 0 ) 6 at each PN order in our frequency-domain approximant and therefore to let the harmonic index j vary up to 8 in Eq. (2.14). Clearly, match estimates involving frequency and time domain waveform families that are accurate to 3PN order will be desirable to check the validity of these statements. We expect that this extension should also clarify the need to go beyond the O(e 0 ) 6 corrections from the point of view of the lengthy expressions for Ψ j and e t (ω).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we computed a fully analytic frequencydomain inspiral waveform with Newtonian amplitude and 2PN order Fourier phase while incorporating eccentricity effects up to sixth order at each PN order. This is achieved by extending the post-circular scheme of Ref. [14] by incorporating the effects of PN-accurate orbital eccentricity evolution. With the help of the accumulated number of GW cycles in a certain x low − x high window, suitable for the advanced GW detectors, we showed the importance of incorporating eccentric contributions to the Fourier phase in a PN consistent manner. We also presented a prescription to incorporate orbital eccentricity into the quasi-circular time domain TaylorT4 approximant at 2PN order. This involved employing rational functions in orbital eccentricity to implement the 1.5PN order tail contributions to the far-zone fluxes and a modified version of Mikkola's method to solve the PN-accurate Kepler equation. Our approach contains closed form PNaccurate differential equations for evolving PN-accurate eccentric orbits while treating eccentricity effects in an exact manner. We point out that our time domain eccentric approximant should be accurate and efficient to handle initial orbital eccentricities ≤ 0.9. With the help of match estimates, preliminary GW data analysis implications are probed. We note in passing that the above prescriptions for eccentric inspiral templates have been implemented in the LSC Algorithm Library of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration. A number of extensions are possible and some of these are being actively pursued. Indeed, it is possible to extend the PN-accuracy of both approximants to the next PN order. For the frequency-domain waveforms, we require 3PN-accurate expressions forω andė t , available in Ref. [36] . At present, efforts are on-going to extend the analysis of Ref. [37] by incorporating e 2 0 contributions to the SPA phase at 3PN order [46] . It should also be possible to include the effect of periastron advance by adapting and extending the arguments present in Sec. VI of Ref. [14] . Another direction of investigation will be to incorporate PN order amplitude contributions to ourh(f ) with the help of Refs. [47, 48] . In comparison, we will require the 3PN-accurate Keplerian-type parametric solution of Ref. [26] and the 3PN-accuratė ω andė t expressions of Ref. [36] to extend our e t exact time-domain approximant to the next PN order. This extension should allow us to estimate the comparative accuracies and efficiencies of the x-model and our fully 3PN-accurate time-domain approximant while consider-ing compact binaries with arbitrary (but allowed) η and e 0 values. It should be possible to improve Ref. [49] to include the dominant order spin-orbit interactions in our time domain approximant. These PN extensions should allow one to pursue detailed comparisons with numerical relativity based eccentric inspirals, thereby extending the earlier comparison of Ref. [28] . In this context, it will be interesting to compare our PN-accurate h(t) with the Effective-One-Body (EOB) based eccentric h(t) family. This requires adapting the formalism of Ref. [43] to obtain the EOB based h(t) during the inspiral phase.
It will also be of interest to compare our h(t) with the time domain waveforms based on the CBwaves software, discussed in Ref. [50] , while considering non-spinning compact binaries in inspiraling eccentric orbits. CBwaves numerically integrates 3.5PN-accurate equations of motion to incorporate the dynamics of inspiraling eccentric compact binaries into the GW polarization states. A similar approach was employed to model GWs from dynamically formed highly eccentric binaries that can last minutes to days before coalescence [51] . Clearly, PN extensions of our h(t) will be useful to obtain accurate GW templates for such a 'repeated bursts' scenario and to probe its implications. A possible comparison of our h(t) in the small η limit with the GW strain of Ref. [52] should be helpful to mark the η range of these two approaches. The present approach, capable of modeling highly eccentric inspirals, should be interesting to various nonoptimal excess power methods to search for GW bursts [53] [54] [55] . A post-Newtonian accurate analytic approach to describe the evolution of ω and e t should be useful for the seedless clustering approach of Ref. [55] .
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